Comparison of the revised and the old CPI

During the first 6 months of 1987, the revised all items CPI-U, based on 1982–84 expenditure patterns, increased 2.7 percent, and the old series, based on 1972–73 expenditures, rose 3.1 percent

MARY LYNN SCHMIDT

The Bureau of Labor Statistics introduced a revised Consumer Price Index (CPI) with the release of January 1987 data in February. Periodic revisions of the expenditure weights are necessary so that the CPI reflects price changes of the current spending patterns. Updated expenditure weights were based upon data tabulated from 1982, 1983, and 1984 Consumer Expenditure Surveys (CES), replacing the old expenditure weights based on the 1972–73 CES. The revised expenditure weights reflect the geographic distribution of consumers as of the 1980 census of population, replacing the 1970 census distribution.

As in previous revisions, for a period of 6 months following the introduction of the CPI based on revised weights, BLS continued to compile and publish a CPI using the old expenditure weights (hereafter called old series). Unlike earlier revisions, however, these old series overlap indexes were not based on the old sample of items and outlets, but on the prices collected in the new sample of items and outlets. The old series indexes, therefore, can differ from the revised indexes only as result of differences in their expenditure weights. These differences reflect definitional changes in some item strata, as well as the changes in consumer preferences between 1972–73 and 1982–84.

The difference in movements between the old series and revised indexes can be analyzed in terms of the effects of various items on the respective CPI all items indexes. The effect of an item or group of items is how much the all items index changes as a result of the change in a particular item or group.

Both the old series and the revised CPI were linked to the indexes for December 1986 to provide a continuous series. The linking was accomplished by setting the index levels of the revised CPI (with the updated expenditure weights and samples) equal to the index levels published for the old series in December 1986. Each index was moved upward or downward from the December 1986 level in accordance with subsequent weighted changes in prices.

The CPI is divided into seven major expenditure groups—food and beverages, housing, apparel and upkeep, transportation, medical care, entertainment, and other goods and services. The expenditure weight for each item within an expenditure group is an estimate of total expenditure by the index population for that item.

In a fixed-weight index such as the CPI, the quantity of any item used in calculating the index remains the same each month. In a revision, the quantity weights change to reflect changes in consumption that have taken place. Relative importances show the share of total expenditures that would occur if quantities consumed actually remained constant while only prices to consumers changed. Items whose prices
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rise faster than average become relatively more important in the market basket. The new expenditure weights introduced in the revision of the CPI reflect the revised quantities implicit in the new expenditure levels. The relative important as of December 1986, based on the 1972–73 and the 1982–84 expenditure patterns, are shown in table 1 for the Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers (CPI-U).

This article compares the behavior of the old and the revised CPI-U’s for the 6 months following the revision (January through June 1987). It discusses the differences between the two CPI-U’s for items in seven major expenditure categories and examines the effect of each category on the all items index. The all items CPI rose 2.7 percent during the first 6 months of 1987. (See table 1.) The old series index rose 3.1 percent during the same period. Most of this 0.4-percentage point difference (0.395 before rounding) reflects the revised weights for energy and used cars. While differences at aggregate levels of the index come primarily from differences in the relative weights of items in the index, differences at lower levels (like motor fuels and new vehicles) come from combinations of different weights for more detailed items and/or difference in the population distribution between the two indexes.

As an initial step in comparing the old series and revised indexes, we will look at those categories that have lower relative importances in the revised CPI—food and beverages, transportation, and medical care. Then we will look at the four categories with larger relative importances in the revised CPI—housing, apparel and upkeep, entertainment, and other goods and services—of which housing had, by far, the largest difference.

### Food and beverages

The December 1986 relative importance for the food and beverages category was 17.824 percent, based on the updated 1982–84 expenditure patterns, a good deal less than the 20.123 percent based on 1972–73 expenditures. While part of this smaller importance is attributable to a 7-percent
reduction in the size of the average consumer unit, it is also a continuation of a long-term trend of generally declining importance of food and beverages in consumer expenditures. Because of lower relative importance in the revised index, during the first 6 months of 1987, the overall effect of food and beverages on the all items index was .476 percent for the revised measure, compared with .554 percent for the old series. (See table 1.)

While the percent changes over the January-June 1987 period differed little between the revised and old series for either the food at home or food away from home components, there were some differences in effects on the all items index. The food at home effect on the all items index in the revised CPI was .328, while in the old series, it was .423. This difference reflects the smaller relative importance of grocery store foods in the revised index. The relative proportion of groups within the foods at home component did not shift substantially, however, resulting in very similar price movements at the aggregate level for both the new and old series. The effect of food away from home differed little between the revised and old series because there was no major difference in the relative importance.

Transportation

The second major category with a smaller relative importance is transportation, which changed from 19.893 percent, based on 1972–73 consumer expenditure patterns, to 17.217 percent, based on 1982–84 expenditures. This lower weight resulted largely from smaller relative importances of motor fuels and used automobiles.

While total consumer expenditures for gasoline increased between the two survey periods, it increased substantially less than the rise in gasoline prices because of a decline in the number of gallons of gasoline used per consumer unit. The Arab oil embargo of 1973–74, which resulted in a sharp increase in gasoline prices, led to unprecedented energy conservation interest in the United States, including legislating standards for fuel efficiency for new cars and lower speed limits throughout the country. Therefore, the revised relative importance of 2.903, based on 1982–84 expenditures, is nearly one-fourth less than the 3.752 percent, based on 1972–73 expenditures.

During the 6-month period, January–June 1987, gasoline prices increased nearly 17 percent in both series, substantially more than the average of other items. This increase was a direct consequence of the December 1986 agreement between members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to cut production of crude oil supplies, followed by several non-OPEC members also restraining output and, thereby, reducing the supply of gasoline. Reflecting these changes, the difference in effect of gasoline between the revised CPI and old series was −.133 during this period.

The second factor in the lower relative importance of the transportation component was the shift in the weights of new and used vehicles—the 1982–84 based relative importance of used vehicles is sharply lower and that for new vehicles, substantially higher. This shift reflects a conceptual change in the treatment of trade-ins for new and used cars. In the old series, all expenditures for vehicles were valued at their net transaction price, that is, the negotiated price less any trade-in value. In the revised CPI, the value of all trade-ins have been deducted from the used car weight rather than against its corresponding new or used car purchase. This treatment reflects the net purchases of each by the index population from other groups. The revised used car index represents the value of used cars purchased from business and government sectors plus the value added by used car dealers who buy the vehicle from one consumer and sell to another. The resulting relative importance of new vehicles in the revised index is 5.607 percent—nearly 40 percent greater than in the old series. The higher relative importance of new vehicles is partially because of this definitional change in the index, but much of the increase reflects greater consumption of vans, small trucks, and motorcycles, as well as higher quality vehicles. A small difference between the average movement in new vehicle prices in the revised CPI and the old series during the first 6 months of 1987 offset the weight difference in the two series and resulted in the same overall effect on the all items index.

The December 1986 relative importance of used cars, based on the 1982–84 expenditure pattern, was less than one-third of that in the old series. With virtually no difference in price change of used cars between the old series and revised CPI during the 6-month period, there was a difference of −.209 in the effect of the two used cars series on their respective all items indexes.

The difference in the transportation effects between the revised CPI and the old series during the first 6 months of 1987 was larger than in any other major category. Used cars and motor fuels accounted for −.342 of the −.363 difference for transportation, which, in turn, was equal to almost all of the difference at the all items level.

Medical care

While total economywide spending for health care has been expanding rapidly, health care financing by government and employers has grown even faster. Thus, because the CPI covers only purchases by consumers, there was an approximately one-fifth reduction in the relative importance of medical care in the CPI. From 6.870 percent, based on the 1972–73 consumer expenditure pattern, to 5.420 percent, based on 1982–84 expenditures. Because of its smaller relative importance, medical care had a .061-percentage point smaller effect on the all items CPI in the revised index.

Housing

Among the major groups, the largest difference in relative importances between the old series and the revised CPI was in the housing category. The relative importance of the housing index is now 42.947 percent, based on updated 1982–84 expenditures, compared with 38.131 percent,
based on updated 1972–73 expenditures. Price movements in housing during the first 6 months of 1987 were essentially the same for both the old series and revised CPI, so that the difference in effects between the two indexes (.085 percentage point) was virtually all attributable to the difference in relative importance.

Shelter costs in the revised CPI had a larger effect than in the old series. This was primarily due to the larger weight in the revised measure for homeowners’ costs and lodging while out of town. The 1982–84 based relative importance of homeowners’ costs was nearly one-third larger than in the old series (19.600 to 14.901). This reflects both increases in the proportion of homeowners and changes in the housing stock and makeup between 1972–73 and 1982–84.

The increased relative importance for lodging while out of town reflects a definitional change. The definition of lodging while away from home, a component of other renters’ cost, has been expanded to include an imputed value for owners’ use of their vacation property. This was an element of consumer expenditures not previously included in the CPI. According to data from the 1982–84 CEUS, 6 percent of all consumer units own some sort of vacation property for their own use. The broader definition resulted in the relative importance of lodging while out of town increasing from .639 percent in the old series to 1.676 percent in the revised CPI.

The relative importance of the residential rent component in the renters’ cost index is slightly lower at 6.094 percent, based on the 1982–84 expenditures, compared with 6.597 percent based on 1972–73 expenditures. This reflected proportionately fewer renters, in addition to the shift towards exclusion of utilities from rental payments, as more landlords converted to individual utility meters.

The difference in effects of the fuel and other utility component on the overall CPI partially offset that of shelter costs. A smaller price increase than for the old series more than offset the greater weight of this component in the revised CPI. The price change for the individual fuel components were generally similar, but substantial differences in the relative importance between the old series and the revised measure were responsible for the smaller percentage change in the revised index. This shift in relative importance reflects a geographic shift of the population into the southern and western regions as well as changing relative prices among the fuels between the early 1970’s and early 1980’s. The relative importance of home heating oil is nearly two-thirds lower, .267 percent, compared with .741 percent in the old series; utility (piped) gas is one-quarter lower, 1.321 percent, compared with 1.745 percent. The shifts also reflect the fact that the number of homes with air conditioning rose 45 percent between 1970 and 1980. But, the relative importance of electricity is larger—2.742 percent, compared with 2.518 percent.

### Apparel and upkeep

The revised relative importance of apparel and upkeep is 6.335 percent, one-fourth greater than the 5.005 percent in the old series. The revised relative importance reflects greater importance in all major components of apparel commodities, particularly women’s apparel. Comparisons of the effects of the new and old apparel series showed a difference of only .023 percentage points, reflecting its higher relative importance in the new series.

### Entertainment

The relative importance of the entertainment category is only slightly higher in the revised CPI. The overall price change in the entertainment component during the first 6 months of 1987 was essentially the same in both indexes, resulting in virtually no difference in their effects. However, because entertainment services have greater importance in the revised index, they had a greater effect on the all items revised index than on the old series. Similarly, the lesser importance of entertainment commodities resulted in an offsetting smaller effect.

### Other goods and services

The relative importance of other goods and services are only slightly higher in the revised index. Shifts within this category, however, are notable. They include relatively more expenditures on day care and nursery schools and especially personal expenses such as legal fees, personal financial services, and funeral services. Somewhat offsetting these shifts were smaller relative importances for personal care goods and services, as well as for tobacco products. The percent changes in the 6-month period, January–June 1987, showed only a small difference between the old series and the revised indexes. Combining the small difference in relative importance and price movements between the revised CPI and the old series resulted in a difference in effects of only -.006 percentage point in this category.

---FOOTNOTE---